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Innovation, The Inhibitors, The Myths, & The Amazing Opportunities
Alan Morgan Jr.
Alan Morgan Jr., the CEO and President of INNOVAUM, LLC which is a product development
design firm located in Corpus Christi, Texas will discuss changes to the age-old prototyping
process which is affecting the product development world as a whole and how this is generating
unbelievable opportunities for inventors from all walks of life.
Alan started Innovaum with a vision that humanity has barely scratched the surface of
innovation and invention believing that the vast majority of great ideas leave the world unheard
and unshared. He will discuss the inhibitors to innovation, why people keep ideas to themselves
and how they can overcome these hurdles. He will also go over some of the current myths
concerning the product development process and how to manage expectation versus reality when
dealing with these traditional lines of thought.
Innovaum strives to help inventors reach their goals by reducing the stress associated with the
ambiguity of the product development cycle. They utilize innovation to produce functioning
prototypes, brainstorming sessions to arrive at unique solutions, and strategic partners to ensure
that the inventors receive the best information, service, and products ready to hit the market. Feel
free to visit Innovaum at www.innovaum.com to see how they are steadily building the most
convenient one-stop-shop approach guiding ideas to mass production and sales.

Also, please take this opportunity to pay your annual dues ($25/$95 Corporate), thanks!

Wed., June 12, 2019
5:30-6:30 Networking; 6:00-6:30 Q&A; 6:30-8:00 PM - Presentation

San Antonio Technology Center
3463 Magic Drive
(North of I-410 Between Callaghan and Fredericksburg Roads)

Public Invited
Alamo Inventors is a non-profit organization made up of local area engineers, business people, professionals,
students, faculty and people from all walks of life. Anyone interested in inventing and/or business and
product development is welcome to attend and become a member.
For more information visit:

www.alamoinventors.org
And Consider a Donation

